APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS
IMPORTANT: READ CAREFULLY

1. Pull wristband away from pattern sheet. Separate clear cover flap and white backing from information area of wristband by holding strap at perforation and pull back flap.

2. Using your current labeling system, center label on wristband information area allowing the best possible seal. Press label down firmly (maximum label sizes: 1” x 3” Adult 5080, 1” x 2” Adult/Pediatric 5090). Peel the white backing from the clear cover flap.

3. Press clear cover flap down firmly from left to right, on a flat surface several times. This will help seal and protect your label.

Apply wristband to patient allowing one finger space between wrist and wristband closure.

Warning: Wristband may restrict circulation if applied too tightly, resulting in nerve damage or tissue damage. If wristband becomes damaged or illegible during patient stay PDC recommends replacing the label and wristband.